A new book, ideal for avoiding your family during Christmas :-).

- **five** puzzle types: **Sudoku, Calcudoku, Futoshiki, Suguru, and Thermo Sudoku**
- 10 Easy and 10 Medium puzzles of each, so **100 puzzles** in total
- **Large print**
- Puzzle rules and all solutions included
- with many Christmassy illustrations, *all* created using **Artificial Intelligence** image generators!

Find it at [https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0BN61Z6JQ](https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0BN61Z6JQ) (or amazon.de, amazon.it, etc.).

**Sample Puzzles**

Below are an example Calcudoku, Futoshiki, and Suguru puzzle from the book. You can submit solutions to the medium Calcudoku puzzles in the book for points on the site.

### 61 - Medium Calcudoku 8×8

```
   8+  280×  2-  2-  5
 7   2 :  9+  8 : 
 5× 12× 42×  1  1-
 10+  4-  7×  2-
 3-  14+  21+
 1 : 192×
18+  4×
 4  3-  3-  2
```

*puzzle code: b53m1*
The rules of Futoshiki:

- a 4×4 puzzle uses the numbers 1 through 4, a 5×5 uses 1 through 5, and so on
- each row and column has each number exactly once
- a “less than sign” (<) between two cells shows which of the two cells has the smaller number

The rules of Suguru:

- each “cage” (groups of cells with a thick border) must have the numbers 1 up to the size of the cage
- a number cannot border itself: not horizontally, vertically, nor diagonally